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Bob Evenson: Teacher

• I never sat in on one of Bob’s classes.

• I learned from him as one of his RA’s.

• Bob liked to throw out ideas for us to bite on.

• Many related to Bob’s paper with Kislev.

• I bit.



Model of Technological Change

• Evenson and Kislev (1976) led the way in modeling technological discovery.

• Stochastic search theory was applied earlier by Stigler (1961), but Evenson
and Kislev is more compelling.

• Distribution of potential techniques Xi:

Pr[Xi ≤ x] = Ft(x).

• Applied research: draw a sample of n techniques, retaining the best

Z = max
i=1,...,n

{Xi}

Pr[Z ≤ x] = [Ft(x)]
n



Evenson and Kislev (continued)

• Basic research shifts the distribution Ft to make it better over time.

• They illustrate with an exponential distribution (I swiched the symbols):

Pr[Xi ≤ x] = Ft(x) = 1− e−θ(x−λt) for x ≥ λt.

• Basic research raises λt.



Application to Patents

• Bob suggested I apply this model to patent data.

• Problem: no data on x for a patent.

• Patent does indicate when z increases, it marks a record.

• Expected number of patents P in n random trials (with F fixed):

E[P |n] = 1 + 1
2
+
1

3
+ ...+

1

n
.



Application to Growth

• Bental and Peled (1996): Pareto distribution helps in modeling economic
growth.

• With Xi exponentially distributed, need productivity A(Xi) = eXi.

• Nice property: A(z) is state of the art, X0 is a new technique, A0 =
A(X0):

Pr[
A0

A
≤ a|A0 ≥ A] =

Pr[X0 ≥ z]− Pr[X0 ≥ z + ln a]

Pr[X0 ≥ z]

= 1− e−θ[ln a+z−λt−(z−λt)] = 1− a−θ



The Arrival of New Techniques

• Redefine X as productivity:

Ft(x) = 1−
Ã
x

λt

!−θ
for x ≥ λt.

• In my 1997 paper: draws arrive as a Poisson process at rate aRt

• Number of draws n by date t is Poisson with parameter aTt = a
R t
0 Rsds.



Distribution of Technological Progress

• Fix λt = λ so for z ≥ λ the state of the art is distributed

Pr[Z ≤ z|Tt] =
∞X
n=0

e−aTt [aTt]n

n!
F (z)n

= e−aTt[1−F (z)]
∞X
n=0

e−aTtF (z) [aTtF (z)]n

n!

= e−aTt[1−F (z)] = e−bTtz
−θ

• Convenient to set b = aλθ = 1 while letting λ approach 0 to get G(z;Tt)
equal to Frechet.

• Expected state-of-the-art productivity is proportional to T 1/θt .



Continuum of Goods

• Imagine the search process across a continuum of goods j ∈ [0, 1].

• Fraction of goods produced with efficiency below z is

G(z) = e−Ttz
−θ

• Average productivity in the economy rises predictably in proportion to
T
1/θ
t .

• Progress at the level of individual goods remains nice and random.



International Technology Diffusion

• In 1999 paper with Eaton: techniques discovered in country i become
available in n with an exponentially-distributed lag.

• Get Frechet distribution in each country but with

Tnt =
NX
i=1

Z t

0
[1− e− ni(t−s)]Risds

• Delivers technological catch-up converging to constant productivity gaps.



International Trade

• In 2002 paper with Eaton: Countries i = 1, ..., N each with a Frechet
distribution of efficiency, wages wi and transport costs dni.

• Probability that i is low cost in n:

πni =
Ti(widni)

−θPN
k=1 Tk(wkdnk)

−θ

• Delivers an N-country Ricardian model of trade with bilateral trade shares
πni and gains from trade related to trade costs and θ.



Firm Heterogeneity

• Bertrand competition between firm with best technique and firm with next
best technique, in 2003 paper with Bernard, Eaton, and Jensen.

• Or, monopolistically competitive firms, each producing one good, Melitz
(2003).

• Goods j ∈ [0, J], with T/J ideas available per good. As J →∞ implies
measure Tz−θ of firms produce with efficiency above z.

• Chaney (2008) and Arkolakis (2008) develop the theory. Empirical evi-
dence in paper with Eaton and Kramarz.



New Directions

• Lucas (2008) thinks of techniques or ideas being embodied in people.

• Instead of drawing from a distribution, you talk to someone else, using
their idea if it is better than yours.

• Alvarez, Buera, and Lucas (2008) show you can get growth as better ideas
become more widespread in the population.

• The distribution you’re searching from keeps getting better over time.

• Formalizes an idea Bob Evenson illustrated to me on his office blackboard
20 years ago!


